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In 2013 Craig’s life changed. He found himself flat-lining in an emergency room as
a result of going beyond the human limits. Craig was working more than 70-80
hours a week, disregarding personal health and well-being, and experiencing high
levels of stress. The emotional effects on his wife, employees and those closest to
him was the catalyst he needed to be more than a leader of high performance and
become a high performing leader.

“Where the ordinary don't belong!” CRAIG JOHNS
He decided to Break The CEO Code and focus on implementing the skills he had
learnt as an elite athlete, sport scientist and national head coach into becoming a
high performing CEO. Utilising his 25 years of experience successfully leading,
managing, coaching and providing sport science around the globe, Craig has
developed Breaking The CEO Code and active CEO to enable leaders to be high
performing people.
Through his active CEO podcast, programs, speaking and consulting, Craig works
with organisations and individuals to improve their wellness, productivity, influence
and performance. His next generation leadership performance solutions are
based on real facts and evidence. He delivers them in a practical way
that you easily understand and can effectively implement.

Connect with Craig
+61 415 675 939
craig@nrg2perform.com
www.nrg2perform.com

Breaking The CEO Code

OWN 8

It can be very lonely at the top. Leaders are constantly
under pressure to deliver outcomes such as more
perfection, profit, products and prestige. They fall into
the trap of working harder and thinking that more is
better, when in most cases less is more. Craig learnt first
hand the negative consequences of setting a culture of
more, rather than facilitating a high performance
environment.

The world is constantly challenging us through disruption, competing
priorities and competition for our attention, therefore we must take control of
our own story and influence. How much of your life do you really own and
take full responsibility for?

Discover the 3P’s of a high performing leader

Your organisation, team or people of influence are
directly affected by the energy, stress, mood and focus
you arrive with every single day. When CEO’s and
leaders do not proactively plan or manage their energy
and stress over time, it leads to a catastrophic effect on
the performance and productivity of themself, their
company, and their relationships. There is a solution!
In this game-changing session you will learn:
4 fundamentals to being a high performing leader
The secrets to sustainable energy & leadership
performance
CEO Periodization, Presence & Performance.
Ideal audiences:
• CEO’s, C-Suite, Entrepreneurs & Leaders

How to own your own influence

You are the sum total of your decisions. You own the choices that you make.
To enable the shift you need it starts with creating your own world inspired
through a process of performance by design. OWN 8 teaches you eight ways
for you to own your own influence and enhance your performance. In the
future employers and decision makers will be recruiting people who own their
own space, movement and story. Are you in the arena?
In this session you will learn:
8 high performance habits to own your OWN INFLUENCE
How to create your OWN MBA
Why the OWN 8 success formula places you front & centre with key
decision makers
Ideal audiences:
• CEO’s, C-Suite, Entrepreneurs & Leaders
• Marketing, Advertising, Brand & Creative Agencies
• Coaches & High Performance Staff
• University & High School Students

• Corporate Teams & Businesses
(Breaking The CORPORATE Code)
• Coaches & High Performance Staff
(Breaking The COACH Code)

Brendon Ward
CEO
“Craig hit the mark with his thought
provoking and insightful content, his
inclusiveness and his ability to relate to
the audience. I thoroughly recommend
Craig as a speaker and innovator.”

Dilhara Sivalingam
Strategic Vendor Engagement Manager
“I saw a charismatic man who was vulnerable, honest and
transparent. His message and story resonated with me incredibly
well. I look forward to seeing more of Craig in the future and
taking some of the advice and recommendations that he has
made into my own personal and professional career, and
imparting that knowledge onto my peers within my organisation.”

Craig has worked with

Matthew Haustead
Consultant
“Craig is an exceptionally hardworking and empowering
leader. During my time with Triathlon ACT, I developed
essential skills through Craig’s nurturing and guidance.
Craig’s passion for empowering people, strategic thinking
and moving forward has been a key factor in Triathlon
ACT’s growth and success. Craig is an inspirational
mentor who has a uniquely valuable skillset and mindset.”

